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Stay up to date with UX New Zealand

Sign up for our news

Online Form - UXNZ MC Sign Up
Powered by Formstack







The 2024 conference is being reimagined / postponed
 - 
Read here for more
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∞ Inspiration








The User Experience

This conference is your chance to hear from some of the best and brightest in the fields of user experience, research and design. Our wonderful mix of local and international speakers will be sharing their insights and perspectives both in-person and from around the world over Zoom. Our curated talks and informative workshops will appeal to everyone from service designers, to marketers, UX writers and user researchers. 

There’s something for everyone!
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Tickets for #UXNZ2023


Conference tickets give you access to talks on February 16th and 17th, plus the virtual bonus session on the 15th hosted by Optimal Workshop on Information Architecture ONLY. All other Workshop sessions are sold separately, that program will be announced soon. 


In Person

Individual Ticket
$
790


This in-person ticket gets you access to an exciting lineup of inspirational, informative and engaging speakers. 
	Direct access to speakers (online + in-person)
	Unlimited barista coffee & gourmet lunch
	Networking events, activities and competitions
	Access to Slack community
	Swag, swag, swag
	Conference wrap party




Purchase
Sold out
Coming Soon




Early Bird - Individual Ticket
$
690


Don’t miss out, even better, buy your ticket early! Beat the rush and get all the perks listed in the Individual Ticket before the offical schedule is released.  
A limited amount available



Purchase
Sold out
Coming Soon




Group Admission
$
672


Join #UXNZ2023 as a team! Get all the perks from the Individual Admission and get 15% off each ticket. 
Minimum of four attendees with the same professional email address
Please email ej@eventdynamics.co.nz to inquire about availability.



Purchase
Sold out
Coming Soon







Virtual

Individual Virtual Ticket
$
190


Can’t make it in person? No worries, the conference will be live streamed and recorded. 
	Watch the talks live on Zoom
	Get early access to the recorded talks, slides and other materials after the conference
	Join our active community of fellow attendees, speakers and partners on Slack
	Exclusive online competition and prizes




Purchase
Sold out
Coming Soon




Group Virtual Ticket
$
162


What's better than attending #UXNZ2023 from the comfort of your home or office? Attending with your coworkers! Get all the perks from the Individual Remote ticket and save 15%. 
Minimum of four attendees with the same professional email address



Purchase
Sold out
Coming Soon






Browse the 2023 program!

View the amazing lineup of local and international speakers who will share their stories from around the world in person and on Airmeet our virtual conference platform. 

View Talks
[image: ][image: Arrow Link]



Workshop

Workshop - Remote & In person
$
350


Join us on Wednesday, February 15th and choose from a variety of half day sessions to get some hands-on experience. Workshops are hosted in the morning and afternoon, so choose what suits you best! Browse the schedule to get the full details on each session. 
Workshops are separately ticketed events and participant numbers are limited.


Purchase
Sold out
Coming Soon







Don't miss out!

Take a peek at the workshops and see how you can hone your skills in leadership, research, design and marketing.   

View Workshops
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In 2023 there were...

3
Days


40+
Speakers


7
Workshops


600+
Participants


∞
Inspiration



UX New Zealand is Aotearoa's biggest dedicated user experience conference. Whether you're new to UX or a seasoned professional, you'll gain valuable insights and inspiration. In 2020, we launched our hybrid event model and created an amazing community where in person attendees, speakers and partners easily engaged with our remote participants. 


See Event Recap

Need more convincing?
Convince Your Boss
[image: ][image: Arrow Link]



“A highlight of my year! I love the chance to travel, to catch up with my friends in NZ, to be part of a stimulating environment and give back a little in my own way. This year I felt tightly integrated with my professional community by talking with heroes, peers and fans alike, and have come home with fresh ideas and opportunities to make the most of over the coming months.”
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2023 Speakers

Aotearoa
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Sachi Taulelei

Head of Design
,
ANZ Bank

Te-Whanganui-a-Tara, Wellington, Aotearoa New Zealand
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Dice Allardice

Information architect
,
Optimal Workshop

Paraparaumu, Aotearoa New Zealand
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Maia Miller

Accessibility Manager
,
Catalyst IT

Te-Whanganui-a-Tara, Wellington, Aotearoa New Zealand
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Lulu Pachuau

Director of Design
,
Hatch

Te-Whanganui-a-Tara, Wellington, Aotearoa New Zealand
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Lucas Coelho

Chief Experience Officer
,
Roam Digital

 Tāmaki Makaurau, Auckland, Aotearoa New Zealand
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Ebony Kenney

UX Analyst
,
Ripefruit Creative, RIpefruit Foundation and a Federal Government Agency

Maryland, United States






Australia
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Meera Pankhania

Design Director & Co-Founder
,
Propel Design

Sydney, Australia
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Ruth Ellison

Research Director & Co-Founder
,
Propel Design

Canberra, Australia
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Donna Spencer

Principal product designer
,
MakerX

Melbourne, Australia
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Michael Tam

Global Design Director
,
IBM

Hong Kong
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Dr. Johnson Witehira

Co-Founder / Māori Design Director
,
IDIA

Wellington, NZ
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John Moore

Co-Founder / Creative Director
,
IDIA

Wellington, NZ






International
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Cornelius Rachieru

Managing Director
,
Ampli2de Inc.

Ottawa, Canada
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Ryan Rumsey

CEO
,
Second Wave Dive

Vermont, United States
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Carina Ngai

Design Director
,
MetaLab

California, United States






View All Speakers
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Event

UX New Zealand is not just a conference, it’s an immersive three-day experience. Don’t miss your chance to hear from some of the best and brightest in the fields of user experience, research and design. Our local and international speakers share their insights and perspectives both in-person and from around the world on Zoom. 

View Tickets
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Speakers

We gather UX professionals from all corners of the globe to bring you the freshest ideas, insights and inspiration.

View 2023 Speakers
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Talks

As we do every year, we’re going to deliver the perfect mix of UX inspiration and practical insights, with the caliber of speakers that you’ve come to expect. With more than 25 talks, covering a range of topics, there's something for everyone! 

View Talks
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Workshops

Workshops are your chance to put some new ideas into practice with our UX pros. From designers to managers, our workshops offer something for everyone. We will have a mix of remote and in person workshops, so join us from where ever suits you. 

View Workshops
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2023 Partners

Every year UX New Zealand is brought to you with the support, energy and generosity of our amazing partners. Meet the awesome organisations making #UXNZ2023 extra special. We couldn't do it without them!


Become a Partner


HOSTED By
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Partner
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Gallery
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Check out some of our best moments! 

Need just a little more inspiration? Take a look at some of the amazing moments from last year!


View All Images
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Don’t miss out on any of the line-up, event highlights or upcoming announcements. Sign up now and all this, and more, will arrive directly in your inbox.


Stay in the loop
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